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ABSTRACT

Distributions of rapidity gaps between charged particles are studied in 2° decay events

recorded by the SLD experiment at SLAC. We find that our me=ured gap spectra

are well modelled by standard Monte Carlo simulations of hadronisation. Gaps in

hadronic events are studied as a function of event primary flavor, jet multiplicity and

total charged multiplicity.
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1 Introduction

Since the initial observation of hadronic jets, rapidity h= been used to characterize the

momentum of particles in jets in a frame-invariant manner [1]. %cently Bjorken [2] has

ded attention to the production of color-singlet systems in hard diffractive hadron-

hdon processes which wodd be characterized by a large gap in the event rapidity

spectrum. %pidity gaps have been observed at Fermilab [3, 4] and DESY [5, 6]

although their origin is not yet understood. The interpretation of these phenomena

is dependent on an understanding of the spectrum of rapidity gaps Asing in the

hadronization prows, and in partictiar on a knowledge of the probability of random

fluctuations producing large gaps.

Bjorken et d. [7] have discussed e+e- annihilation to large rapidity gap events via a

color screening mechanism. We present the fist me=urements of rapidity gap spectra

in e+e– annihilation. In particular we study the dependence of the measured rapidity

gap spectra on the event primary flavor and on the event jet topology.

We describe the detector, the event trigger and the event selection criteria applied

to the data in Section 2. In Section 3 we defie the

The analysis of the data is described in Section 4,

Section 5.

observable used in this analysis.

and inclusions are presented in

2 Apparatus and Hadronic Event Selection

The e+e- annihilation events produced at the 2° resonance by the SLAC Line= Col-

Lder (SLC) have been remrded using the SLC Large Detector (SLD). A general descrip-

tion of the SLD can be found elsewhere [8]. Charged trxks are me=ured in the central

drift &amber (CDC) and in the vertex detector (VXD) [9]. Momentum measurement

is provided by a uniform ti~ magnetic field of 0.6 T. Particle energi= are mmured

in the Liquid Argon Calorimeter (LAC) [1O], which cent sins both electromagnetic and

hadronic sections, and in the Warm Iron Calorimeter [11].



Three tri~ers were used for hadronic events. The first required a total LAC electr~

magnetic energy greater than 12 GeV; the second required at le~t two well-separated

tracks in the CDC; and the third required at least 4 GeV in the -LAC and one track in

the CDC. A selection of hadronic events w= then made by two independent methods,

one b=ed on the topology of energy depositions in the calorimeters, the other on the

number and topology of charged tracks me=ured in the CDC.

The analysis presented here used the charged tracks me=ured in the CDC and

VXD. A set of selection cuts was applied to the data to select well-measured tracks and

events we~-contained within the detector acceptance. Charged tracks were required to

have (i) a closest approach transverse to the beam tis within 5 cm, and within 10 cm

along the *S from the measured interaction point; (ii) a polar angle O with respect

to the beam tis within [ cos O 1< 0.80; and (iii) a momentum transverse to the beam

=is pl > 0.15 GeV/c. Events were required to have (i) a minimum of five such tracks;

(ii) a thrust MS [12] direction within ] cos d= ]< 0.71; and (iii) a total visible energy

Eti. of at le~t 20 GeV, which wu calculated from the selected tracks resigned the

charged pion mms. From our 1994-95 data sample we have used 34,890 events which

p~sed these cuts. The efficiency for selecting hadronic events satisfying the I cos $T [

cut w= estimated to be above 9670. The background in the selected event sample

w= estimated to be 0.3 + O.lyO, dominated by 2° + ~+~- events. Distributions of

single particle and event topology observable in the selected events were found to be

well described by Monte Carlo models of hadronic 2° decays [13, 14] combined with a

simdation of the SLD.



3 Definitions of Observable and Event Tags

A tipidity gaps

Charged particle rapidity is defined by

E + PII
q=o.5h —

E–pll’
(1)

where E is the particle energy cdcdated from its m-ured moment~ and a presumed

ch~ged pion mus and pll is its momentum component along the thrust axis of the

event. We order the N charged particles in an event by their rapidity, which defies

N – 1 rapidity gaps between pairs of pmticles taken as nearest neighbors in the rapidity

ordering. The largest rapidity gap in the event, Aq~.=, is defined u the largest of the

N – 1 gaps between nearest neighbors.

We define the average gap size by

~ma. — Tmin
< Aq >= (2)

N–1 ‘

where ~~az is the greatest particle rapidity in the event and q~in is the least particle .

rapidity.

B Flavor tagging

Events were cl~sified as being

parameters of charged tracks

of light (u, d or s) or heavy (b) flavor b~ed on impact

me~ured in the vertex detector. The 22,908 events

mntaining no track with normalized tr=sverse impact parameter with respect to the

interaction point b/ab > 3 were ~signed to the light flavor sample. The 4,669 events

containing three or more tracks with normalized transverse impact parameter with

respect to the interaction point b/ab >3 were asigned to the heavy flavor sample. The

tight flavor mntent of the Lght sample was estimated from Monte Carlo simdations to

be 85% and the b flavor content of the heavy sample w= estimated to be 89%. A full

discussion of flavor tagging can be found in [15].
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C - Jet tagging

The JADE jet-finding algorithm [16] w= used to define the number of jets in an event.

The values 0.005, 0.02 and 0.13 of the scaled invariant mus, y~t,” were used. For y~~ =

0.005 the sample contained 4,280 2-jet and 30,567 z3-jet events; for y~~ = 0.0213,314

2-jet and 15,693 z3-jet events, and for y~t = 0.1332,281 2-jet and 2,504 >3-jet events.

4 %pidity Gaps Analysis

The me~med distributions of I ~ 1, < Aq >, and Aq~= are shorn in Figures la, b

and c respectively. Also shown are the predictions of the JETSET 7.4 Monte Carlo

program [17] for the simtiation of 2° decays, combined with a simulation of the SLD,

and with the same cuts = applied to the data. The simulation modeIs the data well

except at the high end of the rapidity gap spectra. This small discrepancy is due to

~+~- event contamination of the hadronic sample. Also shown in Figures lb and c is

a KORALZ [18] simulation of 2° ~ r+r- combined with a simdation of the SLD and

subjected to the same cuts as the data. This simulation describes the high < Aq >

and Aq~.= regions well.

We have performed a Monte Carlo study to investigate further the observed spectra.

In each of Fi~es 2a, b and c we show the following three samples:

(1) Generator-level events including all charged and neutral fid state particles

except neutrinos.

(2) Generator-1evel events including only stable charged find-state particles.

(3) Events with detector simulation, including only charged tracks, and with the

track and event selection cuts applied.

The rapidity spectra for cases (1) - (3) are very similar (Fig. 2a), but the gap spectra

are noticeably different (Figs. 2b, c). k the step from (1) to (2) the reduction in the

number of fid-state particles produca a widening of both gap distributions and m

increme in the peak positions. Going from (2), generator-level, to (3), detector-level,
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narrows the distributions and deer-es the peak positions of both gap distributions.

This is due to an increase in the number of charged particles from interactions in the

detector, particularly from mnversion of photons from m“ demys.

We have investigated the dependence of the me=ured spectra of the three observ-

able, I q ], < Aq >, and Aq~= on jet topology and event primary flavor. For the

jet study we examined the spectra separately for 2-jet and 23-jet event samples. The

number of jets in an event is defined by the y=t value used in the jet-finding algorithm.

A smaller due of yat mrresponds to a smder invariant m=s cutoff in the combining

of particles into jets and impfi~ that fewer events wi~ be cl~sified = 2-jet events,

and that these events wi~ be more m~mated along the thrust tis than 2-jet events

defied with a larger value of ymt.

The rapidity spectra for 2-jet and z3-jet events for ym: = 0.005, 0.02, 0.13 are

shown in Figures 3a, b and c. The peak of the 2-jet spectrum moves to lower rapidity

as Uat is incre~ed and less co~imated events are added to the 2-jet sample. As these

events leave the ~3-jet sample, that spectrum tends to bemme narrower as it loses its

higher rapidity particles. k til -es the Monte Carlo reproduces the data.

The < Aq > and Aqmc= gap spectra are shown in Figures 4a, b and c and in Figures

5a, b and c respectively. In each c=e they are separated into 2-jet and ~3-jet event

saples for the thr~ values of yat. The peak of the 2-jet spectra mov= to lower gap

size ~ y~t is incre~ed and ~ less collimated events are added to the 2-jet sample. As

these events leave the ~3-jet sample, that spectrum tends to become narrower as it

loses its larger gap events. Again, the Monte Carlo reproduces the data.

For the study of the dependence of the measured spectra on event flavor we selected

samples of hght (u, d and s) quark events and heavy (b) quark events. These spectra

me shown in Figures 6a, b, and c. The rapidity spectrum of the b-tagged saple is

relatively flat out to rapidity of 2.2 fo~owed by a sharp drop off. The fight quark

spectrum peaks at a low value of rapidity and fds slowly. This difference can be

explained by the cinematics of B-hadron decays. For the gap observable, < A? > and
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Aq~az, we observe that the light-qu~k s~ple h~ a bigger tfil Of events with large

gaps but the peaks of the distributions are at about the same place as the heavy quark

sample

5 Summwy

We have studied the observable, rapidity, event average rapidity gap, and event m~-

imum rapidity gap in e+e- ~ 2° ~ q? events. We have studied the dependence on

jet topology and looked separately at light and heavy quark flavor samples. We fid

that the JETSET 7.4 event generator with detector simdation models the qudtative

features of these dependence well, particularly in the large rapidity gap region.
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Figure captions

Figure 1.

Normfized distributions of (a) charged particle rapidity for data and Monte Carlo

samples. Normdzed distributions of (b) event average rapidity gap and (c) event

mtimum rapi~ty gap for data, hadronic Monte Carlo and ~+~- Monte Car10 sarnpla.

Figure 2.

Norm&zed distributions of (a) particle rapidity, (b) event average rapidity gap, ~d

(c) event mtimum rapidity gap for event generator level with ~ fid state particles,

event generator level with charged find state particles, and detector simulation with

selection cuts samples.

Figure 3.

Norrntized distributions of charged particle rapidity for 2-jet and ~3-jet events

selected by y~~ values of (a) 0.005, (b) 0.02, ud (c) 0.13. For ~ch jet topology, data

and Monte Carlo samples are plotted.

Figure 4.

Norrn&zed distributions of event average rapidity gap for 2-jet and ~3-jet events

selected by y~~ values of (a) 0.005, (b) 0.02, and (c) 0.13. For each jet topology, data -

and Monte Carlo samples are plotted,

Figure 5.

Normalized distributions of event m=imum rapidity gap for 2-jet and ~3-jet events

selected by y~t values of (a) 0.005, (b) 0.02, and (c) 0.13. For ead jet topology, data

and Monte Carlo samples are plotted.

Figure 6.

Norrnfized distributions of (a) charged particle rapidity, (b) event average rapidity

gap, and (c) event m~imum rapidity gap for light (u, d and s) and heavy (b) quark

sampl=. For both flavor groups, data and Monte Carlo samples are plotted.

—
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